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The process of warm
A. convection
B. transduction
C. melting
D. electricity

air being moved in cells is called

Wind is formed by
F. Eafih's tilt on it, *i,
G. The uneven heating of Earth's surface by the Sun
H. The gravitational pull of the Sun and the Moon
I. The revolution of Earth around the Sun

_, a fast-moving ribbon of air that moves around the globe of Earth, are
important because weather systems move along their paths.
A. Ocean currents
B. Warm fronts
C. Jet Streams
D. Sea breezes

4. The flow of air caused by and the Coriolis effects create distinct wind
patterns on Earth's surface.
F. Air pollution
G. Deep ocean currents
H. Magnetic fields
I. Unequal heating of Earth
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move weather systems in the United Sates from west to east.

2.

1

5. The
A.
B.
C.

D.

Trade Winds
Land breezes
Westerlies
Polar Easterlies

_6. What narrow belt of high-speed
United States from Canada?
F. The Coriolis effect
G. The doldrums
H. The polar jet stream
I. The horse latitudes

winds can bring cold temperatures into the



- 
7.what makes global winds curve rather than move in straisht lines?

A. Earth's rotation
B. Changes in air pressure
C. Differences in latitude
D. Temperature differences

What type of winds would we find at points A &
F. Doldrums
G. Prevailing westerlies
H. Polar easterlies
I. Trade winds

9. What direction does the Jet Stream in the US usually flow?
A. From east to west
B. From west to east
C. From south to north
D. From north to south

10. what is the narne of large masses of moving air caused by uneven heating
between the equator and the poles?
F. Monsoons
G. Jet Stream
H. Global Winds
I. Coriolis Effect

I l. Which global wind system has the greatest effect on weather patterns in the
United States?
A. Doldrums
B. Prevailing westerlies
C. Polar easterlies
D. Trade winds

8. B?

12. Convection causes a cold air mass to sink
mass forces the warm air mass up along a
expected when this happens.
F. Fair
G. Rainy
H. Hot
I. Clear

and push a warrn air mass. The cold air
weather can besteep front.

13. 'S/hich two factors create global winds?
A. Earth's spin and convection cells
B. Global currents and pressure differences
C. Equatorial and polar rotation differences
D. Convection currents and precipitation totals



14. The pattem that causes US weather to move from west to east is
F. Mid-continent cyclones
G. Countercurrent heat exchange
H. Westerly winds
I. Tropical northerlies

15. An east-to west-blowing trade wind is most likely to affect weather in
A. Boston, Massachusetts
B. Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
C. The U.S. Virgin Islands
D. Chicago, Illinois

16. Icy cold polar conditions that move from east to west do so because of the
F. Polar jet stream
G. Polar winds
H. Temperate southerlies
L Equatorial rotation

17. What carries wann tropical conditions from the equator into the United States?
A. Trade winds
B. The jet stream
C. The subtropical jet stream
D. The westerlies

Use the diagram below to answer question 18

18. The affow in the diagram above represents
F. Jet stream
G. Gulf Stream
H. Ozone layers
I. Tornado

a(n)-

Co[ o.ir



Use the diagram below to answer question 19.

Key

+ Prevailing winds
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19. The diagram shows the prevailing global winds and surface ocean currents.
These winds and currents curve in similar ways in the Northem and Southern
Hemisphere. What is the cause of these patterns?
A. Gravity
B. Latitude changes
C. The Coriolos effect
D. The greenhouse effect

20. What is convection?
F. heat circulation in a liquid or a gas
G. circular patterns of temperature differences
H. the transfer of heat between objects that are touching
L the transfer of energy through empty space
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Collecting Weather Data

Objective: The student will:
Learn to read a weather map using the internet.

Materials: Maps of the United States and computer.

Procedure:
1. Collect weather data for the following locations for one week,

and record on the daily map of the u.s. (columbia, south
Carolina; Dallas, Texas; Helena, Montana)

2. Obtain a daily satellite weather image from the internet, and

draw in warm and cold fronts. Include additional weather
symbols.

Mop 1. MondaY
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Name: 
Date: 
Science Core: 

Convection Lab  
 
Purpose:   To see how heat energy travels from place to place via moving air 
currents. 
 
Hypothesis: 
 
 
Materials:    Cup (or mug) 
  Index card 
  Scissors 
  Pin 
  Tape 
  Paper 
  Hot water 
 
Procedure: 

1. Cut a triangle of card just a little wider than the cup you are going 
to use. 

2. Tape a pin to the top corner of the card so that the point is 
upwards. 

3. Cut a strip of paper 2cm x 10 cm.  Fold it in half at an angle to 
make an “L” shape.  Open it again to make a propeller. 

4. Fill the cup with hot water. 
5. Balance your propeller on top of the pin and let it go. 

 
Results:  What happened when you let the propeller go?  Why?  For how 
long?   
 
 
Conclusion:  Write a well-organized paragraph about your understanding of 
convection and how this lab demonstrates convection currents. 
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